Indeed, the inclusion map on a closed subspace is perfect.
(1) also implies that (3) The product of a. space in G and a^ compact space is again _in G.
This follows since the projection .X x K -> X is perfect whenever K is compact. If G contains a non-empty space, (3) implies that it must contain every compact space, as do all the classes mentioned above.
3. It remains to show that their intersection is precisely X.
Let A and A f be the diagonals of (Ilf PA la < A}) and oc X respectively. Since X is closed in IlA ,A'= A H life la < A}. 
CC
Therefore D\ X = 0 and the proof of the Theorem is complete.
For the proof of the Corollary, note that 3X = 3(aX), since maps from X to a compact space (necessarily in G) can be extended in two steps to 3(aX). Thus by the Theorem, aX is the intersection of some such family. If A is any G-subset of pX containing X, the inclusion map X-^ A factors through the inclusion map X > aX, via another inclusion map, since A and aX are both subsets of |3X. This proves the Corollary.
